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UK Veterans- One Voice – Delivering 25,000 signatures to 10 Downing Street

London, UK, November 2015 - UK Veterans-One Voice forms in 15 days, creates petition in as many
days which reaches 25,000 signatures and gets Armed Service personnel retired and serving, to
march to 10 Downing Street to deliver it.
Founder Nigel Kelsell said, ‘ Enough is enough, its time our Armed Forces were properly looked after,
from finding their way in Civvy Street to dealing with requests for interview and potential
prosecution for actions carried out in the line of duty from military, police and legal firms’.
The Group plans to provide advice, support and comradeship, in what can seem a hostile and alien
world, to members in their time of need.
UK Veterans – One Voice will work with other Armed Service groups and charities, being a single
point of contact and referral for any member who is struggling to find a voice.
Nigel Kelsell says he felt compelled to start the Group to bring to the attention of anyone that will
listen, details of the vilification of serving and retired Armed Services Personnel and how little
support they get to counter claims, amidst the almost inevitable effects of PTSD, depression, and
anxiety most of them are living with, and will continue to battle for the rest of their lives. He is
particularly grieved that the allegations go back decades and cover times of ‘The Troubles’ in
Northern Ireland to Iraq and Afghanistan.
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Photo courtesy of the BBC shows the petition being handed in to number 10 Downing Street 21 November
2015 pictured left to right Brian Addicott, Lynne Addicott, Nigel and John Edwards
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About:
UK Veterans - One Voice formed to campaign for fair treatment for all veterans. We aim to attempt to unite all
the groups who are fighting for justice or seeking help for serving military personnel and veterans in need. We
are not a political organisation but people who have served their Country with Professionalism, Honour and the
hope that we would always be supported by the Government we represented. Though we are in support of
other groups, each must take responsibility for its own actions. We WILL NOT support any criminal activities.
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